MAKE YOUR PRACTICE MORE CAT FRIENDLY

The Cat Friendly Practice® Program

Created by knowledgeable feline practitioners, the program will equip your practice with the support and resources needed to deliver elevated and quality care to cats. The program is designed to remove many of the barriers that limit positive veterinary experiences and create a more Cat Friendly environment for all.

Cat Friendly Practice® Sets You Apart

- Designation is a recognized worldwide symbol of excellence.
- Create a more calming environment and minimize stress for cats, clients, and your team.
- Access online marketing materials that help promote your designation to prospective clients.
- Exclusive access to educational resources for your clients and your team.

How to get started

JOIN THE AAFP

There must be at least one AAFP veterinarian member to access the Cat Friendly Practice® program resources.

ACCESS THE RESOURCES

Once an AAFP Member, you receive access to the Cat Friendly Practice® Checklist, Guide, and supporting materials.

BUILD YOUR TEAM

Enlist another team member or launch a team of cat advocates to work on completing the checklist. There are many resources to help you assess your practice.

Learn More at www.catvets.com/cfp
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